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2024 Quiz 6

1. Which tyrant banned his people from keeping dogs as pets because it is NOT SOCIALIST BEHAVIOUR 
and is a sign of WESTERN CULTURE?

2. Golden Globe winning actor, 79-year-old O YEONG-SU was given an eight-month suspended jail 
sentence and ordered to do 40-hours of classes on Sexual Violence after being found guilty of twice 
molesting a woman. YEONG-SU is known for playing the apparently vulnerable old man OH IL NAM 
in which Netflix Dystopian series?

3. In March 2024, which Trans former-Olympian came out in support of Sharron Davies' Campaign to 
protect Women in Sport?

4. Which 91-year-old Coronation Street Actor started to sell personalised video messages to fans, at a 
cost of between £45-£51 per message, to help settle his £546,000 Tax Bill?

5. Which singer had to make a hasty U-turn when she accidentally asked a wheelchair bound fan at 
her LA Concert, WHAT ARE YOU DOING SITTING DOWN OVER THERE?

6. Who quit his BBC Radio 1 drivetime show in 2024 after 10 years?

7. Who hosted the 2024 BAFTA Film Awards, shown on BBC1?

8. Following successful major abdominal surgery in January 2024, which member of the Royal Family 
revealed in March 2024 that cancer had been present and that they are undergoing preventative 
chemotherapy?

9. What caused outrage with football fans when US Firm NIKE and the Football Association revealed 
England's new football kit in March 2024?

10. Which celebrity lawyer made an impassioned plea to bring back Dog Licences for more accountable 
pet ownership with the disturbing rise in animal attacks?

11. In 2000, SCOTTISH WIDOWS became part of the LLOYDS TSB GROUP. In March 2024, what had 
Lloyds TSB asked its staff to stop using, as it may trigger unwarranted personal memories of 
trauma?

12. Billionaire Cryptocurrency King SAM BANKMAN-FRIED was sentenced in March 2024 for being 
found guilty of stealing billions of dollars. How many years did New York Judge LEWIS KAPLAN jail 
him for?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Kim Jong-Un (North Korea)
2. Squid Game
3. Caitlyn Jenner
4. William Roache
5. Madonna
6. Jordan North

7. David Tennant
8. Princess Kate
9. The cross of St. George, always in white and red, had 

been changed to a red, purple, blue and black cross 
for the Euro 2024 tournament taking place in June

10. Nick Freeman (Mr Loophole)
11. The word 'WIDOW'
12. 25 years
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